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TOPIC
Diemlach is located at the fringe of Kapfenberg's
settlement area between infrastructure and nature:
the international railway line in the West and hills
of wood at the Eastern border. The still unbuilt
cornfields of a farmer who now wants to develop
his site offer a brilliant opportunity for a
sustainable housing development that provides
alternatives to detached single family homes. The
highly attractive leisure area of the adjacent wood
in immediate vicinity offers direct access to nature
and compensates for the noise of the passing by
trains. In order to compete with the myth of the
single family home, the city wants to provide public
green areas in addition to the future housing
development. The whole area can be seen as a
vessel, framed by partly built up, partly wooden
hills which form a panoramatic background behind
the lower urban development and give the site its
special topographic characteristics. At the Eastern
border the steep slope along the wood asks for a
special treatment involving concepts of landscape
design. 

TERRITORIAL SCALE : CONURBATION
Kapfenberg is one of the most important industrial
towns of Upper Styria, profiting from achievements
such as the passing by railway line
(Vienna/Trieste) and its extraordinary steel
production Until today housing and infrastructure
of exceptional quality characterize the image of
the city. With the steel crisis (1980s) Kapfenberg
had to face the decrease of inhabitants. But its
strong investments in education, sports and the
service sector which helped Kapfenberg to
diminish the loss of its inhabitants as opposed to
comparable towns of the steel region. 

City  Kapfenberg
Location Diemlach
Population  22.000
Study site  38 ha 
Site of project   17 ha
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URBAN SCALE : STUDY SITE 
The fortress mountain provides excellent leisure
facilities and separates Diemlach from the town
centre: topographically it seems to be part of the
neighbouring town Bruck/Mur. Along the road,
different housing programs mark the border to the
cornfields (site), including an asylum-home, the
"Hungarian-houses", single family homes.
Adjacent to a school (architect F. Schuster) a
recent row-housing project will be extended in
2007. With the development of the cornfields to an
attractive housing area Diemlach should become
an exemplary place for the city's sustainable
housing policy.

Programmatic intentions :
Various types of housing shall structure the
extension of the existing settlements. Especially
the topographic situation and the bordering nature
shall inspire to specific treatment of the outdoor
spaces, not forgetting the noise source of the train

PROXIMITY SCALE : SITE OF PROJECT 
In a first phase 60 housing units shall be
developed, framed by steep terrain (north and
east), by school and housing (west), and by a
"corn labyrinth" (south) which will operate the next
5-10 years. The topographical situation demands
an intelligent landscape design with a concept that
manages high -water issues as well as conflicts
between housing and different noise-sources
(train, playing grounds). Archaeological records
have detected underground-remnants of the
Bronze age in parts of the area. 

Programmatic intentions :
In continuation of the recent and actual housing
development, different types of housing of
moderate density should address an attractive
living program, including educational facilities and
a public green area.
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